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This handy, practical guide offers a quick way for beginners to identify mushrooms and
toadstools Collins Gem Mushrooms describes almost 240 species of mushrooms and
toadstools to be commonly found in Britain. Portable and clear, it is the ideal guide for those out
foraging for fungi! Each mushroom or toadstool entry includes a photograph, illustration, and
clear description of its appearance; details of size, habitat, and when it can be found; whether it
is edible or poisonous, the names of similar species with which the mushrooms or toadstools
could be confused, and details of the differences between them.

About the AuthorPatrick Harding works with the BBC on programs about herbal medicine, wild
flowers, mushrooms, and trees. He is the author of Gem Mushrooms and How to ID Edible
Mushrooms.
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JavaRita, “pocket reference. I bought this book for a gift. My College aged son has carried it &
used it several times in the short time he has had it. I count this as a success. Easy to use & full
of info'”

Jenny48, “perfect size. This little book is the perfect size to slip into your pocket on those long
country rambles. I shall be using it all the time as I love mushrooms and want to be able to
identify the edible ones without fear of poisoning myself.Highly recommended”

CHRIS J. ARNOLD, “A great pocket size guide to fungi/toadstools. Best value of them all..
VPocket size - 8cm x 12cm (ery comprehensive with not too many words. Good descriptions
though you are still advised not to eat any white ones. Poisonous types are highlighted in
red.The downside is - pics can be a little too small and some of the type is hard to read - black
on darl colours (see image).”
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Amazing book to carry around in your walks around nature, so nice that the edible ones are
beside their lookalike not edible ones. I do recommend”

Curtis Stanger, “Handy little pocket book. This book is perfect for this time of the year especially
if your an avid hiker, you will start noticing more and more spores and this book helps you
identify them. My girlfriend is starting to get fed up with me telling her to wait whilst I get my book
out to identify shrooms haha”

Brian M Carr, “Eyes Down. Bought this to introduce myself to mushrooming as where I live, has
a perpetual abundance of funghi. Delighted to find that a clump in my garden was field
mushrooms & a bit annoyed that for years I didn't know. There's room to improve this great little
guide by tweaking the index eg by typical location such as 'near trees'or 'fields' 'stalk' & 'no stalk'
but it's not impossible to find things, it just could be faster. I'm well impressed and ordered a
second copy for a similar minded pal. .. he's a fun guy ( too obvious to omit) . This book has
already paid for itself & provided the fun I'd hoped for within hours of arriving. It's a no brainer if
this subject interests you at all.”

The book by Michael G. LaFosse has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 1,992 people have provided



feedback.
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